Central, auditory mechanisms of perceptual compensation for spectral-envelope distortion.
The spectral envelope is a major determinant of the perceptual identity of many classes of sound including speech. When sounds are transmitted from the source to the listener, the spectral envelope is invariably and diversely distorted, by factors such as room reverberation. Perceptual compensation for spectral-envelope distortion was investigated here. Carrier sounds were distorted by spectral envelope difference filters whose frequency response is the spectral envelope of one vowel minus the spectral envelope of another. The filter /I/ minus /e/ and its inverse were used. Subjects identified a test sound that followed the carrier. The test sound was drawn from an /Itch/ to /etch/ continuum. Perceptual compensation produces a phoneme boundary difference between /I/ minus /e/ and its inverse. Carriers were the phrase "the next word is" spoken by the same (male) speaker as the test sounds, signal-correlated noise derived from this phrase, the same phrase spoken by a female speaker, male and female versions played backwards, and a repeated end-point vowel. The carrier and test were presented to the same ear, to different ears, and from different apparent directions (by varying interaural time delay). The results show that compensation is unlike peripheral phenomena, such as adaptation, and unlike phonetic perceptual phenomena. The evidence favors a central, auditory mechanism.